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ABSTRACT
The World Wide Web has evolved drastically over the past decade
– and the proliferation of Web APIs has turned it into the middle-
ware of choice for most distributed systems. The recent focus on
hypermedia-driven APIs together with initiatives such as the Web
of Things and Linked Data are now promoting and advancing the
development of a new generation of dynamic, open, and long-lived
systems on the Web. These systems require agent-based solutions
to the point that Web researchers have started to build autonomous
systems on their own. It is thus both timely and necessary to in-
vestigate and align the latest developments in Web research and
multi-agent systems (MAS) research. In this paper, we analyze in
hindsight the factors that hindered the widespread acceptance of
early Web-based MAS. We argue that the answer lies equally in a
lack of practical use cases as well as the premature development
and alignment of Web and agent technologies. We then present
our vision for a new generation of autonomous systems on the
Web, which we call hypermedia MAS, together with the research
opportunities and challenges they bring.
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1 WHERE ARE THE INTELLIGENT AGENTS?
The above question was posed by James Hendler in an editorial with
the same title published in IEEE Intelligent Systems in 2007 [18].
After having spent the better half of a decade working on the
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SemanticWeb vision [4], Hendler was looking back to conclude that
most ideas in the original article were already seeing widespread
deployment on theWeb, except for agent-based systems. Onemonth
later, McBurney and Luck [31] published a reply in the same journal
in which they argued the question was misplaced and defended
agent technologies as a future paradigm for mainstream computing
– once dynamic and open systems become the norm in computing.

In this paper, we revisit Hendler’s question and analyze in hind-
sight – after another decade of Web and MAS research – why early
Web-based MAS did not see widespread acceptance. We conclude
that the answer lies equally in a lack of practical use cases as well as
the premature development and alignment of Web and agent tech-
nologies. To support this claim, we contrast our findings with more
recent results and developments that can help bridge the conceptual
gap between MAS and the Web. We speculate that MAS are now at
a turning point in their development and have all the prerequisites
to move towards mainstream computing. The Web can provide a
vessel for this transition, but a number of research and engineering
challenges still have to be recognized and addressed.

2 A DECADE IN HINDSIGHT
The Web is already populated with billions of agents: we, as human
agents, achieve most of our everyday goals by browsing and acting
on Web resources. In pursuit of our goals, we are often assisted by
invisible software agents, such as crawlers used by search engines to
navigate and index the Web [6], agents that curate online content
produced by people (e.g., Wikipedia’s content agents [33]), and
recommender systems used all over the Web to generate more links
and navigation paths (e.g., suggestions of books on an Amazon
page). Although some of these agents may already use different
AI methods (learning, reasoning, etc.), we have yet to see more
autonomous, cooperative, and long-lived agents on the Web – the
“intelligent agents” in Hendler’s question.

In this section, we search for new answers to Hendler’s question
– a decade later. We start from the practical usefulness of MAS on
the Web, and then continue with the evolution of Web and MAS
research.
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2.1 Availability of Practical Use Cases
Two key factors for the recent success of deep learning were the
availability of large amounts of data and the advent of general-
purpose computing on GPUs, which brought a speed-up of an order
of magnitude when training neural networks [27]. Together, these
two factors unlocked uses cases for (deep) neural networks that
were simply not practical a couple of decades earlier.

We believe that recent developments in Web research are about
to unlock similar opportunities for MAS – as dynamic, open, and
long-lived systems become the norm on the Web. These properties
of Web systems have already been identified as motivating factors
for MAS research by Singh and Huhns [37] in the context of service-
oriented computing. Still, in practice, Web systems flourished just
fine without MAS, relying instead on developers to manually inte-
grate Web APIs across service providers. This practice, however, is
now becoming a pressing bottleneck given the explosive growth in
number of Web APIs1. Researchers and practitioners are already
looking for means to reduce the development and maintenance
costs of Web systems, for instance by designing more autonomous,
general-purpose clients that can cope with evolvable hypermedia-
driven APIs [1], or by creating new paradigms and languages for
programming more flexible Web systems (e.g., [9]) – some of which
are based on reactive rule-based programming (e.g., [24, 39]).

In terms of application domains, McBurney and Luck argued
in their reply to Hendler’s question that “the most compelling ap-
plications of agent technologies were always, are now, and will
always be in business-to-business (B2B) domains, out-of-sight of
most consumers” [31]. Even though business-to-consumer (B2C)
applications of agent technologies might have been out of reach
a decade ago, the recent Web of Things (WoT) initiative2 unlocks
a whole new area of practical uses cases for MAS across the B2C
and B2B domains: as devices able to sense and act on physical envi-
ronments are integrated into the Web’s architecture – from home
and office appliances [29] to industrial robots [30] – the dynamics
of Web systems increase to a point where existing programming
paradigms become impractical and agent-based systems become a
necessity. The motivation is so strong that WoT researchers have
started to build autonomous systems on their own [26, 30]. A con-
crete application of autonomousWoT systems to the manufacturing
domain was developed at Siemens and is presented in detail in [8].

In addition to becoming increasingly dynamic, Web systems
are also becoming increasingly open – transcending the data silos
exposed by various providers. Central to this evolution, the Linked
Data initiative [5] promotes the uniform representation and access
of data on the Web, and the discovery of data via hyperlinks – as
suggested by the five-star Linked Data publishing principles3. As of
June 2018, the Linked Open Data Cloud contains 1,229 datasets and
16,125 links.4 More recent W3C standards such as the Linked Data
Platform [38] and Linked Data Notifications [7] go beyond the mere
exposure of datasets: they not only allow clients to browse Linked

1http://programmableweb.com/news/research-shows-interest-providing-apis-still-high/
research/2018/02/23, accessed: 16.11.2018.
2The WoT is currently being standardized through combined efforts of the W3C
(https://www.w3.org/WoT/WG/), IETF (https://datatracker.ietf.org/group/core/about/),
and IRTF (https://datatracker.ietf.org/rg/t2trg/about/).
3https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html, accessed: 16.11.2018.
4https://lod-cloud.net/, accessed: 16.11.2018.

Data, but also to reliably observe and act on it. This growing source
of linked structured data on the Web now provides a breeding
ground for MAS research that was not available a decade ago.

Another evolutionary trend that makes the Web more amenable
to MAS is the growing interest in peer-to-peer interactions on the
Web as an alternative to the traditional client-server interactions.
Among the most prominent, such initiatives include WebRTC [3],
the decentralization of the Semantic Web [40] (see also SOLID [28]),
the WoT Architecture currently being standardized in the W3C
WoT Working Group (see the WoT Servient in [25]), or the IPFS [2]
initiative to build a versioned, peer-to-peer Web.

In summary, the above evolutionary trends promote and advance
the development of a new generation of dynamic, open, and long-
lived systems on the Web. These systems unlock practical use cases
that stress the need for autonomy more than ever before. It is thus
both timely and necessary to create thorough conceptual and tech-
nological bridges between MAS and Web research. To this end, in
the next two sections we analyze the evolution of these two fields
over the past decade in search of strategies for their integration.

2.2 Juxtaposition of MAS and the Web
Early attempts to integrate MAS and the Web would often just jux-
tapose the two – for instance, using MAS to manage Web resources
or using Web standards as message formalisms in MAS [14], or
using Web languages for limited implementations of autonomous
Web agents [15]. Around the early 2000s, service-oriented comput-
ing took off – and the AAMAS community turned to integrating
MAS and Web services [16, 20, 21, 37].

Web services have evolved drastically over the past decade: from
an RPC-style, control-oriented paradigm to a REST-style, data-
oriented paradigm [34]. The RPC-style paradigm would typically
use the Web merely as a transport layer – for instance, to transport
serializations of procedure calls via HTTP. Most prominently, this
approach was used by the WS-* standards (SOAP, WSDL, UDDI,
etc.), which used HTTP to transport SOAP messages [32]. Today,
it is widely accepted that using the Web merely as a transport
layer entails important drawbacks in open and long-lived Web sys-
tems [12, 34]: systems that adhere to this paradigm are in juxtaposi-
tion with theWeb and thus fail to inherit its architectural properties
(e.g., scalability, loose coupling), make limited use of the existing
Web infrastructure (e.g., for load balancing, caching) and its future
extensions. In fact, the SOAP specification also defined a binding
for sending messages via SMTP [32] completely outside of the Web,
which is a clear sign of juxtaposition with the Web architecture.

The evolution of Web services has also influenced MAS research.
The much closer relationship between the AAMAS and Web com-
munities in the early 2000s, which was in turn due to the upcoming
Semantic Web, led to a strong uptake of WS-* services in MAS
research [16, 20, 37]. FIPA also proposed a specification for us-
ing HTTP as a transport protocol for messages exchanged among
agents [13], which was implemented by several MAS platforms
(e.g., [10, 11, 17]). Many researchers in the AAMAS community still
view the Web merely as a transport layer for messages in MAS,
thereby remaining in juxtaposition with core principles of the Web
architecture as it is conceived of today. This view seems to be the
natural fit when considering MAS as composed only of agents that
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exchange messages; however, when considering also the environ-
ment as a first-class abstraction in MAS [43], the Web’s natural
fit is as an application architecture for MAS that is used not only
for message transport, but for many types of interactions between
agents and resources in their environment (see Section 2.3).

The idea that dynamic, open, and long-lived systems require the
principled Web architecture as their foundation took over a decade
to become mainstream (even within theWeb community). However,
today it is clear that this is the most promising pathway. Central
to the Web architecture, hypermedia is now increasingly used for
designing highly scalable, dynamic, open, and interoperable sys-
tems – for instance, in the W3C Linked Data Platform [38], the
W3C WoT Thing Description (TD) [23], or in open specifications
such as Hydra5. The research done in the Web community over the
past decade is therefore highly relevant for MAS, and a low-level
architectural integration between MAS and the Web could entail a
trove of benefits for the AAMAS community.

2.3 MAS – More Than Just Agents
Turning our discussion from the Web to MAS, over the past decade
agent-oriented software engineering has grown to recognize that
MAS consist of more than just agents and thus should be designed
on multiple dimensions. Communities such as Environment for
Multiagent Systems (E4MAS)6 [42] and Coordination, Organizations,
Institutions, and Norms in Agent Systems (COIN)7 have advanced
the environment and the organization (respectively) as first-class
abstractions in MAS. These conceptual dimensions open new per-
spectives on the conceptual integration of MAS and the Web.

If we conceive of MAS as being composed of just agents, then
when designing Web-based MAS we obscure large parts of the
systems: Web resources (and services) remain hidden behind agents.
Furthermore, as already pointed out in Section 2.2, this perspective
leaves little room for considering the Web as anything more than
just a transport layer for messages exchanged between agents –
which has been the conventional view in MAS research.

If in addition to agents we also conceive of the environment as
a first-class abstraction in MAS – i.e., a key component designed
and programmed with clear-cut responsibilities [35] – then we can
achieve a conceptual integration of MAS and the Web. The Web
is no longer just a hidden transport layer in MAS, but a visible
application layer and a place for stigmergic interactions – a world-
wide environment that can be designed and programmed for agents.
Web resources regain their status as first-class abstractions situated
in the agents’ environment, where agents can share, observe, reason,
and act upon them. At the same time, MAS no longer remain outside
of theWeb (in juxtaposition), but they become part of theWeb – and
in the process inherit its architectural properties as a world-wide,
open, and long-lived system.

The organization dimension is equally relevant to achieving a
proper conceptual integration of MAS and the Web. The various
normative and organizational models proposed by the COIN com-
munity over the past decade can now be used to represent norms,
organizational structures, and social relations in the environment

5http://www.hydra-cg.com/spec/latest/core/
6https://distrinet.cs.kuleuven.be/events/e4mas/, accessed: 16.11.2018.
7https://www2.pcs.usp.br/~coin/coin_springer.html, accessed: 16.11.2018.
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Figure 1: Hypermedia MAS: agents are situated in an envi-
ronment designed as a distributed hypermedia application.

(externally to agents). Governance and social enforcement mecha-
nisms then allow to control and regulate the autonomous behavior
of agents in Web-based MAS. The alternative of regimenting au-
tonomous behavior by hard-coding rules into agents is impractical
in a complex, world-wide, and open environment such as the Web.

3 RETHINKINGWEB-BASED MAS
Following our analysis, it seems that MAS and Web research have
evolved to a point where their conceptual integration is mostly a
matter of alignment – one that comes naturally and to the benefit
of both fields. In what follows, we first present our vision on how
this alignment could be realized, and then discuss the research
opportunities and challenges it brings.

3.1 Our Vision: Hypermedia MAS
We hypothesize that the missing bridge between MAS and the Web
is a conceptual integration between the environment dimension in
MAS and theWeb architecture. This conceptual integration would
then allow MAS to be seamlessly distributed across the Web, and
in the process to inherit its architectural properties (e.g., scalability,
evolvability). The key point, however, is that agent environments
should not be layered on top of the Web (technological integration),
but instead they should be integrated into the hypermedia fabric of
the Web (conceptual integration).

We envision hypermedia MAS as socio-technical systems com-
posed of people and autonomous agents – henceforth agents – situ-
ated in a shared hypermedia environment that is distributed across
the open, world-wide Web. The environment is considered here
as a first-class abstraction – an information layer that provides
agents with various functionalities: it mediates access to the ex-
ternal environment (e.g., devices, digital services); it provides an
abstraction layer for modeling, representing, and programming non-
autonomous entities; it mediates interaction, communication, and
coordination among agents. The environment is thus populated not
only with agents, but also with non-autonomous entities (devices,
digital services, knowledge repositories, organizations, datasets,
etc.) that agents can discover and use in pursuit of their goals. In
this vision, the Web provides the underpinning that interconnects
all entities – within and across MAS.

Figure 1 illustrates our vision: the agent environment is designed
as a hypermedia application that is distributed across the Web. All
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entities (autonomous and non-autonomous) in the MAS are rep-
resented in the environment as Web resources. Note here that a
Web resource is anything that might be identified by an IRI [22],
which includes physical entities (people, things, etc.) and abstract
entities (e.g., organizations). Web resources in agent environments
could thus have one or more embodiments (physical, digital, and/or
holographic8), and they could be interrelated through hyperlinks
(cf. Figure 1) to support discoverability in open hypermedia MAS –
similar to how hyperlinks enable the discovery of Web pages on the
open Web. Agents could then navigate the hypermedia themselves
to discover resources in the MAS, or they could use hypermedia
search engines (cf. Figure 1) – an approach that has proven very
successful for the open, world-wide Web.

From the agents’ viewpoint, hypermedia can enable a seamless
distribution of MAS on the Web: similar to how people use hyper-
links and HTML forms to discover and interact with Web pages
regardless of their location, autonomous agents could use hyper-
links and hypermedia controls to discover and interact with other
entities (other agents, tools, etc.) regardless of their location. Fur-
thermore, the use of hypermedia controls would allow autonomous
agents to discover at runtime the affordances of entities in their
environment, such as the operations exposed by a light bulb (cf.
Figure 1). A similar approach is taken by the W3C WoT TD [23],
which uses hypermedia controls to allow software clients to dis-
cover at runtime the affordances of WoT devices. Hypermedia can
thus reduce coupling in MAS, which enhances the openness and
evolvability of long-lived systems.

Hypermedia could also be used to advertise in the environment
various resources that agents could discover and consume at run-
time, such as specifications of interaction protocols (e.g., using
BSPL [36]), specifications of organizations (e.g., using MOISE [19]),
data licensing policies [41], etc. (cf. Figure 1). Such resources could
be designed into the environment to further reduce coupling in
MAS and thus to further enhance the openness and evolvability of
the systems. Engineers in different parts of the world could then
develop and deploy autonomous agents and other entities indepen-
dently from one another, and old and new implementations could
co-exist in one system.

3.2 Research Opportunities and Challenges
Large-scale systems of people and autonomous agents on the open
Web raise a broad range of technical, social, and ethical challenges.
In this section, we identify immediate challenges raised when weav-
ing hypermedia MAS into the Web.

Scaling up to the size of the Web: The Web is already used
by more than 3 billion people. Web-scale hypermedia MAS would
also count billions of agents and other entities in world-wide en-
vironments. This perspective emphasizes topics of research such
as reasoning, planning, interaction and coordination in large-scale
MAS. But before anything can happen, an immediate problem is to
enable autonomous agents to search Web-scale hypermedia MAS
for resources required to achieve their goals. Search on the Web is
still an active research domain, and hypermedia MAS raise chal-
lenges that are not addressed by traditional search engines: they
are populated with non-textual resources that cannot be simply

8https://www.w3.org/community/immersive-web/, accessed: 16.11.2018.

indexed and ranked based on term frequency; autonomous agents
would conduct searches for a broader range of purposes than mere
information needs and would require structured query and result
capabilities to fulfill their needs; hypermedia MAS are expected to
evolve much more rapidly than the documentary Web (in particular
in the context of the WoT); and agents can shape hypermedia envi-
ronments by weaving unlimited overlays of hyperlink structures.
It is then necessary to investigate semantic, goal-directed, real-time
search in Web-scale hypermedia MAS. We need to consider the
searching capacity required by agents on the Web and, inversely,
the solutions agents can bring to the problem of searching the Web.

Coping with the open Web: In environments as open as the
Web, enabling autonomous agents to “arrive and operate” raises
new challenges, such as planning and acting on explicit or learned
models of hypermedia environments, or the specification, evolu-
tion, and enactment of interaction protocols in open and long-lived
hypermedia MAS. An immediate problem is the support of agent-
oriented programming for semantic hypermedia environments. For
instance, the W3C WoT TD [23] allows MAS engineers to use WoT
ontologies and hypermedia controls to program their agents against
semantic models of devices (rather than against individual devices).
Such use cases stress the importance of integrating agent program-
ming languages with methods for knowledge representation and
reasoning on the Web, which can further reduce coupling between
agents and their hypermedia environments – therefore enabling
agents to better cope with open and long-lived hypermedia MAS.

Governing MAS on the open Web: In open MAS, little prior
assumptions can be made about agents, their intentions and be-
havior. Governing hypermedia MAS thus raises challenges such as
the identification and authentication of agents on the open Web,
the representation and advertising of norms in hypermedia envi-
ronments, the decentralization and distribution of mechanisms for
regulating and coordinating the agents’ behavior, or explaining
the behavior of autonomous agents. An immediate problem is to
enable autonomous agents to reliably interpret and reason on Web-
specific norms, data licensing policies, or terms of services that
are imposed when entering and using hypermedia environments.
Another pressing problem in hypermedia MAS is open organization:
while it is common to assume agents in a given MAS are part of a
single organization (and fall under a single coordination model),
in open and long-lived hypermedia MAS it is reasonable to expect
agents would participate in multiple organizations throughout their
lifetime, and possibly in multiple organizations at the same time
– where liaisons could emerge among some organizations, while
other organizations could work towards cross-purposes.

4 CONCLUSIONS: A CALL TO ACTION
All the elements required to design and deploy hypermedia MAS
are already available. Even simple designs of hypermedia MAS
could already solve problems (e.g., in the WoT) – they would not
yet have to be Web-scale or fully open, and regimentation can still
be useful in many practical cases. However, the most important
next step we see is to build mature open-source MAS technology
for the (modern) Web. Such technology could encourage innovation
and rapid prototyping of MAS within the AAMAS community, and
would help promote MAS to other communities.
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